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Strain rate imaging: fundamental
principles and progress so far
Echocardiography remains the modality of choice for diagnosing heart disease in routine clinical practice.
However, to date, the clinical approaches to evaluate regional myocardial function remain subjective and
relatively poorly reproducible. As such, new ultrasound methodologies have been proposed in recent
years in order to make this evaluation more quantitative and robust. This article reviews the technical
principles behind these approaches as well as the clinical evidence that is already available showing the
applicability and usefulness of these methodologies in daily clinical practice.
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Amongst the available imaging modalities echocardiography remains the modality of choice to
diagnose heart disease in routine clinical practice
due to its low cost, high temporal resolution, nonionizing radiation and bedside applicability. In a
typical ultrasound examination, a combination of
cross-sectional (B‑mode) images of the heart will
be used to characterize the (regional) morphology
of the heart and large vessels (Figure 1) . In addition,
as B‑mode images can be generated in real-time,
they can also be used to study and quantify cardiac dynamics in order to assess cardiac ejection
performance. Finally, Doppler echocardiography
allows visualization of the motion of blood within
the heart and has, as such, become an indispensable tool for characterization of filling properties
of the heart (Figure 2) .
In spite of the widespread use of echocardio
graphy a major challenge remains: an objective
evaluation of regional myocardial function.
Indeed, regional cardiac function is currently
assessed semiquantitatively through visual wall
motion scoring (‘0’ being normal kinetic to ‘3’
being completely dyskinetic, i.e., moving in the
opposite direction). Obviously, such a visual
approach is strongly operator-dependent and
therefore suffers from a high inter- and even
intra-observer variability [1,2] . In this context, new
echocardiographic tools have been introduced in
recent years in order to make the assessment of
regional myocardial function truly quantitative.
Originally, the echocardiographic Doppler
system was modified in order to visualize the
velocity profile of the myocardium rather than
that of the blood [3] . Although this allowed
quantifying motion characteristics of specific
10.2217/IIM.10.41 © 2010 Future Medicine Ltd

cardiac segments, the major problem arose from
the fact that neighboring segments intrinsically
influence each other’s motion (an effect referred
to in literature as ‘tethering’) [4] . Indeed, if one
segment contracts the neighboring segments
can be dragged along and therefore move without active contraction. As a result, the absolute
value of the regional myocardial velocity does not
necessarily represent the underlying myocardial
performance. Moreover, there is a large variability
in both the velocity amplitude and the velocity
profile across the heart. For these reasons, as a
natural next step, researchers suggested looking at
the differences in velocities between myocardial
segments (i.e., spatial velocity gradients) [4] . As
such, myocardial deformation imaging was born,
in which segmental myocardial deformation
properties are noninvasively characterized.
In this article the essential concepts for a good
understanding of myocardial deformation imaging are reviewed. First, the normal myocardial
deformation characteristics are described based
on knowledge from basic cardiac physiology.
Then, a brief summary of different technical
approaches for measuring myocardial deformation is given together with a discussion of their
accuracy and their respective strengths and weaknesses. Finally, an overview is given of the clinical applications in which these techniques have
already shown relevance.

Physiology of normal cardiac
deformation characteristics
 The cardiac cycle
The heart is a unique organ in the sense that
it constantly undergoes contraction and
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Figure 1. Schematic illustrations and ultrasound images of the left
ventricle. Apical (A) and parasternal short axis (B) cross-sectional ultrasound
images of the left ventricle are illustrated, alongside their corresponding clinical
images (C) and (D), respectively.

relaxation in a cyclic manner. The cardiac cycle
can be divided into systole, during which ventricular muscle fibers (i.e., sarcomeres) contract
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Figure 2. Left ventricular filling. Position of the pulsed wave Doppler sample
(A), resulting in a Doppler signal of the mitral inflow velocities, which shows the
early and atrial left ventricular filling phases (B). Color Doppler image of the left
ventricular inflow tract (C).
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(i.e., shorten), and diastole, during which sarcomeres relax (i.e., lengthen). The systolic contraction is associated with a reduction in cardiac
chamber volume, which results in blood being
ejected into the circulation. On the other hand,
during diastole the ventricular chamber volume
is restored as blood flows from the atrium to
the ventricle.
Ventricular systole begins after the electrical
depolarization (represented by the QRS complex in the ECG) with the isovolumic contraction during which the sarcomeres shorten and
the intraventricular pressure increases rapidly
at a constant ventricular volume (see phase B
in Figure 3 ). When the intraventricular pressure
exceeds the aortic pressure the aortic valve opens
and the ejection period begins: the sarcomeres
shorten further, the blood flows to the aorta and
the ventricular volume decreases (see phase C
in Figure 3 ). During these periods, the ventricle
twists around its long axis (i.e., the basal and apical short axis slices rotate in opposite directions)
due to the complex fiber structure. This twisting
of the ventricle amplifies ejection and is thought
to be associated with storage of potential energy.
Ejection ends by aortic valve closure. Diastole
then begins with the isovolumic relaxation,
during which the intraventricular pressure falls
rapidly at a constant ventricular volume until it
becomes lower than the left atrial pressure and
the mitral valve opens (see phase D in Figure 3 ).
During this period, most of the ventricular
untwisting occurs, which is consequently a
relatively fast event, facilitated by a rapid release
of potential energy stored during systolic twisting. After the mitral valve opening the rapid
ventricular filling due to the pressure gradient
between ventricle and atrium begins: the ventricular sarcomeres lengthen and ventricular volume increases (see phase E1 in Figure 3 ). When
the pressure between the ventricle and atrium
equalizes there is little or no flow of blood and
minimal or no lengthening of the sarcomeres
(see phase E2 in Figure 3). This phase of diastole is
called diastasis. During the last phase of diastole
the atrium contracts. As such, the atrial pressure
exceeds the ventricular one and blood is forced
to flow from the atrium to the ventricle (see
phase A in Figure 3 ). The ventricular sarcomeres
thus show lengthening (i.e., prestretch) and the
ventricular volume increases.
From the point of view of the atrium, the
cardiac cycle can be described as follows. After
atrial depolarization (recognized from the P
wave in the ECG) atrial sarcomeres contract
(i.e., shorten). This event corresponds to late
future science group
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diastole of the ventricle. After mitral valve closure, during ventricular systole, the atrium fills
and thus its volume increases and sarcomeres
lengthen. This is the reservoir phase. Then, upon
mitral valve opening, blood rapidly flows from
the atrium to the ventricle and atrial volume
decreases, sarcomeres shorten and the atrium
serves as a conduit until the next depolarization
wave arrives. This is the atrial conduit phase.
Minimal changes of sarcomere length and atrial
volume are observed during ventricular diastasis.
 Myocardial deformation
In order to describe the way in which a myocardial segment deforms, the concepts of ‘strain’ and
‘strain rate’ as known in continuum mechanics
were first applied to the heart in 1974 by Mirsky
and Parmley [5] . Strain (denoted by the Greek
letter ‘e’) is a dimensionless parameter measuring the change in shape of an object relative to
its original shape. In the case of a 1D object
(i.e., an elastic chord), the only shape change is
represented by lengthening/shortening. As such,
its strain would be expressed mathematically as:
f =

L - L0
L0

where e is the strain, L0 is the initial length of
the chord and L is the length after deformation (Figure 4) . As strain is the change in length
(L – L0) relative to the original length (L0), it
is a dimensionless quantity that is typically
expressed as a percentage.
The rate at which the deformation takes
place is simply the change in strain (de) per
unit of time (dt) and is referred to as the strain
rate (SR):
SR =

df
dt

SR is the ratio of a dimensionless unit (i.e., strain)
to time and is thus expressed in units of ‘s-1’.
The concept of strain and SR as explained for
a 1D object above can be generalized. Indeed,
as all 3D objects do, the heart deforms in three
dimensions: along the radial axis (perpendicular
to the epicardium, pointing out from the cavity),
along the longitudinal axis (perpendicular to the
radial axis, pointing towards the base) and along
the circumferential axis (perpendicular to radial
and longitudinal axes and directed anticlockwise around the classical echo short axis image)
(F igure 5) [6] . One can thus talk about radial,
longitudinal and circumferential strain (rate)
in order to refer to the different deformation
components of a 3D myocardial segment.
future science group
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Figure 3. Schematic Wiggers diagram showing the aortic (red), left
ventricular (blue) and left atrial (yellow) pressures over the cardiac cycle,
together with the ECG.

In addition to the three deformation components described above (i.e., radial, longitudinal and circumferential strain), a myocardial segment will also show shear deformation
(i.e., sliding of one border of the segment with
respect to another one) (F igur e 6) . As such,
the full characterization of the deformation
of a myocardial segment, besides the three
normal strain components, requires know
ledge also on three shear strain components:
circumferential–longitudinal shear strain,
L0

L

L – L0

Figure 4. Amount of deformation of an
elastic chord can be quantified by
expressing the length change (L – L0 )
relative to its original length (L0 ). This
quantity is defined as the ‘strain’ of the chord.
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Figure 5. The deformation of a myocardial segment is expressed in terms
of three physiologically relevant axes. The radial axis is perpendicular to the
epicardium, the longitudinal axis is tangential to the pericardium and pointing from
the apex of the ventricle to the base and the circumferential axis is tangential to the
pericardium and orthogonal to the radial and longitudinal axis.

circumferential–radial and radial–longitudinal shear strains [7] . These shear strain components have been studied less extensively,
although a few studies using new ultrasound
methodologies have tried to look into this [8,9] .
It should be noted that circumferential–longitudinal shear expresses the local contribution
to global ventricular torsion. As such, the spatial integral of circumferential–longitudinal
shear strain from base to apex is identical to
global ventricular torsion.
As a result of the constant cyclic shortening and lengthening of the myocardial fibers,
typical patterns of deformation throughout the
cardiac cycle can be observed: during systole
the ventricle undergoes longitudinal and circumferential shortening (negative strain) and
radial thickening (positive strain), whereas during diastole it undergoes longitudinal and circumferential lengthening and radial thinning
(Figure 7) . All strain components show a gradient
across the cardiac wall and typically increase
from the subepicardial towards the subendocardial layer. This gradient is particularly strong
for the circumferential strain component.
Similarly, longitudinal and circumferential shortening (negative strain) as well as
radial thickening (positive strain) occurs
in the atrial wall during atrial contraction.
The atrial reservoir period is associated with
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longitudinal/circumferential lengthening
(positive strain) and radial thinning (negative
strain) (Figure 7) .
Obviously, for a more complete description
of the characteristics of the deformation of the
heart not only strain, but also the SR has to
be evaluated. During systole the shortening of
the ventricular myocardium in the longitudinal
and circumferential direction results in negative
SR and the thickening in the radial direction
results in positive (radial) SR. In diastole normally two SR peaks are present: one in the early
and one in the late diastolic phase. Again longitudinal and circumferential SR are positive as
the myocardium lengthens in these directions
during diastole and radial SR is negative as the
myocardium thins (Figure 7) .
The atrial strain curves typically show the
following SR peaks: SR peak during the atrial
contraction period, two SR peaks during the
atrial filling and one SR peak during early
ventricular filling (Figure 7) .

Myocardial deformation imaging
Myocardial strain and SR values can be obtained
in a clinical setting using either Doppler myocardial imaging (DMI) [6,10] or speckle tracking [11,201] techniques. In this section, both
approaches will be presented from a technical
point of view and their respective strengths and
weaknesses will be discussed.
 Doppler myocardial imaging
Doppler myocardial imaging measures the
velocity of the myocardium relative to the
transducer in a similar way as the conventional
Doppler systems. The system is set-up in such
a way as to filter out high velocities from small
reflective regions as these characteristics are
typical for blood. As such, only the (relatively)
slow velocities of the stronger reflecting regions
(i.e., the myocardium) are retained.
During systole the base of the (normal) ventricle moves towards a relatively static apex.
As a result, the velocity of the normal myocardium increases from the apex to the base. This
velocity difference along the myocardial wall is
referred to as a velocity gradient. Using a simple
mathematical derivation, it can be proven that
this velocity gradient per unit length is equal
to the SR. Indeed, as defined above, strain (e)
can be written as: e = DL/L0 (Figure 3) . Using the
definitions in Figure 8 , this can be rewritten as:
e = (D2 – D1)/L0 with D1 and D2 being the displacement of point 1 and 2, respectively. As SR
is the change of strain with time, we can rewrite
future science group
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this again as: de/dt = (dD2 /dt – dD1/dt)/L0. As
the change of position with time (dD1/dt) is
nothing but the velocity of that point, this
results in: SR = (v2 – v1)/L 0. In other words,
the SR equals the spatial gradient in velocities.
The regional SR (i.e., rate of deformation)
can thus be estimated by measuring the spatial
gradient of the measured myocardial velocities [6] . By integrating the SR curve over time,
the myocardial strain can be obtained. The latter is identical to deducing the distance a car has
traveled from its origin given the speed of the
car at every moment is known.
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 2D speckle tracking
An alternative method to assess myocardial
deformation is based on tracking specific grayscale patterns from one B‑mode image to the
next. Indeed, as the detailed microstructure of
different myocardial tissue segments and their
position relative to the transducer is not identical, each segment will show in the corresponding B‑mode image as a unique grayscale pattern
(which is referred to as ‘speckle’). Tracking these
grayscale patterns over time thus allows tracking of the motion of the underlying myocardial
tissue. This process is schematically illustrated
in Figure 9. In practice, a specific region (i.e., the
‘kernel’) is defined in one frame and sought for
within a defined 2D area in the next frame. As
such, the in-plane motion of the tissue segment
can be tracked throughout the cardiac cycle.

C

In practice, the speckle pattern does not repeat
perfectly from one frame to the next, which
can make the aforementioned process rather
challenging.
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Figure 6. Shear strain components of the left ventricle. Shear strain refers to
the sliding of one side of a small cube of myocardium with respect to the other
side. The three shear strain components: eRL (A), eLC (B) and eRC (C), together with
three normal strain components, completely determine the deformation of a
myocardial segment.
eLC: Longitudinal–circumferential shear strain; eRC: Radial–circumferential shear
strain; eRL: Radial–longitudinal shear strain; C: Circumferential; L: Longitudinal;
R: Radial.
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Figure 7. Normal strain rate and strain curves together with the ECG and timing of cardiac mechanical events measured in
the left ventricle and atrium. (A) Strain rate (top) and strain (middle) curves measured in the left ventricle in the radial direction,
(B) strain rate (top) and strain (middle) curves measured in the left ventricle in the longitudinal direction and (C) strain rate (top) and
strain (middle) curves measured in the left atrium in the longitudinal direction. Vertical lines represent the timing of the cardiac
mechanical events.
A: Atrial filling; AE: Active contraction; D: Diastasis; E: Ejection; EF: Early filling; IVC: Isovolumetric contraction;
IVR: Isovolumetric relaxation.
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 DMI versus 2D speckle tracking
It might seem strange that strain and SR values
derived from DMI and 2D speckle tracking correlate well but have different absolute values [11] .
The reason for this discrepancy is that these two
methods measure the same deformation of the
heart in different ways, as will be discussed below.
As such, both approaches have their specific
advantages and disadvantages.
First, Doppler and speckle tracking intrinsically measure a different physical quantity.
Doppler measures the instantaneous velocity of
a point in one frame and can deduce the displacement of that point to the next frame by
multiplying this velocity with the time period
(dt) between both acquisitions. On the other
hand, speckle tracking measures the displacement of a tissue segment from one frame to the
next. From this displacement, the mean velocity
over the time interval (dt) can be calculated by
simple division. As long as acceleration of the tissue between both image frames is negligible, the
difference between the instantaneous (Doppler)
and the mean (speckle tracking) velocity will

L0
D2

D1
L

Figure 8. Definitions used to show that the myocardial velocity gradient
equals the strain rate.
D1: Displacement of the point 1; D2: Displacement of the point 2; L: Length after
deformation; L0 : Initial length.

When the positions of two kernels are known,
their relative displacement per unit distance
can be calculated, which equals the instantaneous strain of the tissue segment. Cumulating
this instantaneous strain over all frame-pairs
of a cardiac cycle results in the myocardial
strain curves. SR can then be calculated as the
temporal derivative of this curve.

T

?

Frame 1

Frame 2

Figure 9. Schematic illustration of the principle of speckle tracking. A particular segment of
myocardium (A) is represented in the ultrasound image by a grayscale pattern (B). This pattern is
unique and can be tracked from one frame to the next. Hereto, a kernel is defined (small region of
gray values) in one frame (C) and sought for the in the next frame (D).
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be negligible as well. However, as soon as there
is acceleration/deceleration one can expect to
measure differences.
Second, the Doppler technique can only measure motion (and therefore deformation) in the
direction of the ultrasound wave propagation (i.e.,
in the direction of the ultrasound image line).
As such, the measured velocity/deformation
amplitude will become dependent on the angle
between the ultrasound line and the myocardial
segment under investigation (Figure 10A) . On the
contrary, speckle tracking is angle independent
as it tracks speckles in 2D within the ultrasound
image and not only in the direction of the ultrasound line. It should be noted, however, that
estimating the motion orthogonal to the image
line remains intrinsically less accurate than measuring the motion along the image line. As such,
speckle tracking also has a certain form of angle
dependency [201] .
Using apical imaging views, the Doppler
approach can thus measure longitudinal strain
and SR curves reliably in all left ventricular (LV)
segments and in the free wall of the right ventricle
(RV), as the ultrasound line can be well aligned
with the longitudinal direction (Figur e 10B) .
Moreover, it allows assessment of the longitudinal
deformation characteristics in all atrial segments
except for the atrial roof. Radial and circumferential strain (rate) can only be measured accurately
in certain LV segments using a parasternal short
or long axis view.
Speckle tracking on the other hand can give
longitudinal and radial strain and SR curves in
apical images as well as circumferential and radial
strain (rate) in parasternal images (Figure 10C) . As
such, it allows assessment of all normal strain
components in all LV segments.
Third, in order to allow for more reliable
tracking, line density in the ultrasound image
needs to be relatively high, with results in frame
rates of typically 50–70 Hz. These relatively low
frame rates limit the temporal resolution of the
method, thereby making its application in conditions of high heart rates (i.e., during stress testing) impractical. DMI, on the other hand, offers
a better temporal resolution as it typically works
at much higher frame rates (>180 Hz). Resolving
true motion/deformation characteristics of shortlived events during the cardiac cycle (e.g., ventricular untwist rate) might thus be more accurately
assessed using the Doppler approach [12] .
Finally, it should be noted that both methods
are fairly sensitive to noise. As a consequence the
data typically have to be filtered (i.e., spatially and
temporally smoothed), which limits both spatial
future science group
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and temporal resolution. Moreover, it implies
that the accuracy of the measurements of either
method is strongly dependent on image quality.
For this reason, images for DMI or speckle tracking should preferably be acquired during breathhold as this avoids artifacts induced through
respiratory motion. Similarly, care has to be taken
to avoid reverberations in the ultrasound images
as much as possible.
Whatever method used, a meaningful and reliable strain (rate) curve can only be obtained when
the region of interest follows the same anatomical
region throughout the cardiac cycle and avoids
signals from the blood or pericardium [13] . For the
Doppler approach, this tracking has to be done
manually as no information is available on the
motion orthogonal to the image line. Although
semi-automatic tracking tools have been presented [14] , processing these Doppler data sets
therefore remains time consuming and labor
intensive. For the speckle tracking approach, on
the other hand, tracking of the region of interest
can be done fully automatically, which speeds
up analysis time tremendously. Mostly for this
reason, speckle tracking has more potential as a
method to be used in daily clinical practice.
 Validation
Every new imaging modality has to undergo
validation before it can be introduced into
clinical practice and before it can influence
decision-making. Doppler-based and speckletracking-based myocardial deformation imaging
were no exceptions. Both approaches have been
validated in gel phantoms [15,16] , in open-chest
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Figure 10. Doppler-based motion and strain estimation. Demonstrates an
angle dependency, as this approach can only detect the motion/deformation along
the ultrasound line (A). As a consequence, this methodology can only be used to
measure eLL (rate) in all left ventricular and right ventricular free wall segments (B);
eRR (rate) in the anteroseptal and posterior segments and eCC (rate) in the septal and
lateral wall segments (C).
eCC: Circumferential strain; eLL: Longitudinal strain; eRR: Radial strain; T: Transducer;
V: Velocity vector.
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animal models against sonomicrometry [16–21]
and in human subjects against MRI with [22] or
without [23] tagging. All these validation studies
revealed that both of these methodologies allow
sufficiently accurate and reproducible estimation
of myocardial strain and SR in vivo. However, it
has also been demonstrated that not only different methodologies (e.g., DMI or speckle tracking), but also different implementation by different vendors of ultrasound equipment provide
different numerical strain and SR values [15] . This
should always be taken into account when comparisons of deformation parameters are made. A
direct comparison of the different implementations of the different vendors has, to date, not
been performed.
 Deformation parameters
Once the strain and SR curves have been measured throughout the cardiac cycle, different
parameters can be extracted in order to characterize them. These parameters can be divided
into those relating to timing and those relating to magnitude [13] . In order to characterize
regional ventricular deformation, the magnitude
parameters that are most often reported are the
peak and/or end-systolic strain and the maximal
systolic SR (Figure 11) . Time-to-onset of deformation and time-to-onset of relaxation are typical
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Figure 11. Parameters most often extracted to characterize the local strain
and strain rate behavior.
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timing parameters, which can be used to evaluate the synchronicity of the ventricle. Postsystolic
strain is an additional parameter, important for
the recognition of ischemic segments, that combines magnitude with timing as it combines
the deformation occurring after the end of the
ejection period with the deformation occurring
during the ejection period (Figure 11) [13] .
Left ventricular twist is typically characterized
by presenting the peak systolic twist and the peak
diastolic untwist rate. Instead of peak systolic
twist, peak systolic torsion is often used, which
can be calculated by dividing peak systolic twist
by the long axis dimension of the LV.
Although deformation imaging was originally
introduced as a means to measure regional myocardial function, recently the average segmental
lengthening/shortening of the LV (referred to
as ‘global’ LV strain) has been proposed as an
index of global cardiac function that could be
more sensitive than conventional measurements
of ejection fraction [24] .
It should emphasized, however, that longitudinal, circumferential and radial strain are not interchangeable and might have different prognostic
and diagnostic value in different conditions. Most
of the studies so far have used longitudinal strain
and SR. This choice was mainly based on practical issues. As already mentioned, DMI is capable
of measuring longitudinal motion and deformation in all myocardial segments from well-aligned
apical views, whereas circumferential and radial
motion and deformation can be derived only in
certain LV segments from parasternal views. As
such, most DMI-based deformation imaging
studies measured longitudinal strain. However,
some studies have demonstrated that circumferential and/or radial strain might be more sensitive
to detect abnormalities in certain pathologies or
in certain applications [25–27] . With the introduction of the speckle tracking methodology, radial
and/or circumferential strain can be assessed in
all LV segments from the parasternal short axis
images, although this is not commonly done as it
remains more challenging to acquire appropriate
data sets.
It is very important to note that none of
the deformation parameters described above
are a direct measure of myocardial contractility (i.e., contractile force). Indeed, all of these
parameters depend not only on the contractile
status of the muscle fibers, but also on the passive elastic properties of the tissue, on pre- and
after-load [10,28,29] . It is known that strain and
SR values increase with increasing preload and
decrease with increasing afterload or ventricular
future science group
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size even without any changes in myocardial
contractility [10,28–30] . In general, SR shows a
good correlation with dP/dTmax and other invasive measures of contractility such as end-systolic
elastance [28–31] , but it is independent of heart
rate [28–32] . On the other hand, myocardial strain
seems to be more closely related to the changes in
loading conditions of the ventricle [10] .

Clinical applications
 Normal values
For a parameter to be used as a classifier for disease
in clinical practice its normal values should be
known. Therefore, several studies have estimated
the ranges of mean strain and SR values in the
normal population [33–38] . They revealed that in
healthy subjects mean LV longitudinal strain values, measured with tissue doppler imaging, range
from -15 to -25% while mean radial strain values
range from 50 to 70%. Longitudinal and radial
SR values were reported to range from -1.0 to
-1.4 s-1 and from 3.1 to 4.1 s-1, respectively [33–36] .
The studies, where strain imaging was performed with 2D techniques, revealed that peak
LV longitudinal strain values range from -16 to
-22% [37,38] , whereas peak circumferential and
radial strains range from -21 to -26% and from
37 to 39%, respectively [38] .
Data regarding the effect of aging on strain and
SR values are inconsistent. Some studies show that
longitudinal systolic strain and SR values are independent of age [34,35] , whereas other large generalpopulation studies have demonstrated that both
longitudinal and radial strain and SR independently decrease with age [36,37] . The data regarding
gender differences in strain and SR values are also
controversial. While in one of the big population
studies radial strain (but not SR) was significantly
higher in women and no gender differences in systolic longitudinal strain or SR were observed [36] ,
in other studies longitudinal strain (but again not
SR) was significantly higher in women [35,37] . To
date, this issue remains unresolved.
It has also been shown that obese patients
without overt heart disease exhibit significantly
lower longitudinal and radial strain and SR values
than lean subjects [36,39] . However, it is questionable whether obese patients can be considered as
normal subjects as the alterations of LV deformation might be due to preclinical heart disease that
cannot be detected with conventional methods.
Normal atrial strain and SR values are not so
well defined. In different studies normal values
of peak atrial strain range from -10 to -30% in
the contractile period and from 12 to 85% in the
filling period [40–42] . Peak atrial SR values ranged
future science group
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from -1 to -6.7 s-1 in the contractile period, from 1
to 8 s-1 in the filling period and from -1.8 to -11 s-1
in the conduit period [40–42] .
The high range of atrial strain and SR values
reported in these studies might of course be due
to the different methodologies used. Generally,
higher values were obtained when atrial deformation was assessed by the DMI approach [40] .
However, atrial strain and SR values might also
be biased if the membranous part of the atrial septum, atrial appendage or pulmonary vein inflow
is not excluded from the calculations.
The variability of atrial deformation in the general population has also been studied, although
not extensively. It has been shown that peak atrial
strain of the ventricular filling period decreases
with increasing age and increasing BMI. Negative
correlation has also been observed between age
and peak atrial contraction and conduit period
SR, as well as between BMI and peak atrial filling
SR [41] .
Finally, it should be emphasized once again
that normal values are both methodology
(i.e., Doppler vs speckle tracking) and technology (i.e., hardware/software and therefore vendor) specific. Nevertheless, general trends of strain
(rate) dependency on demographic variables are
less likely to be influenced by this.
 Ischemic heart disease
Numerous clinical and experimental studies
have been performed to investigate the applications of SR imaging in the setting of ischemic heart disease. It has been shown that in
acutely or chronically ischemic myocardium
the peak systolic strain and SR are reduced,
while the amount of postsystolic deformation
increases [43–48] . Comparison with MRI has
shown that both strain and SR are significantly
lower in the segments with transmural infarction
than in the ones where necrosis was limited to
the subendocardial layer only [46–48] .
The application of SR imaging in assessing
myocardial viability has been extensively studied
in animal models as well as in humans [48–55] .
Systolic strain, SR and postsystolic strain
respond differently to the dobutamine infusion
in different ischemic substrates (Table 1) . As this
response depends on the regional perfusion, this
stress test helps distinguishing stunned myocardial segments from ischemic ones and can help
to estimate the transmurality of myocardial
infarction [28,30,49] .
Interestingly, dipyridamole infusion, which
is known to reduce regional coronary flow,
did not induce the same changes of regional
www.futuremedicine.com
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Table 1. The response of different ischemic substrates to a
dobutamine challenge.
Ischemic substrate

Parameter

Rest

Low dose
dobutamine

High dose
dobutamine

Normal myocardium

SRpeak
eES

N
N

↑
↑

↑
↓

ePS

N

→

→

SRpeak

↓

↑

↑

eES

↓

↑

↓

ePS

↑

↓

→

SRpeak

↓

↓

↓

eES

↓

↓

↓

ePS

↑

↑

↑

SRpeak

↓

↑

↓

eES

↓

→

→

ePS

↑

→

↑

SRpeak

↓

→

→

eES

↓↓

→

→

ePS

↑

→

→

Stunned myocardium

Acute ischemia

Subendocardial
infarction
Transmural infarction

Changes are expressed relative to normal rest conditions. For low dose and high dose dobutamine
challenges, these changes are with respect to the rest and low dose conditions of the same ischemic
substrate, respectively.
↓: Decreased; ↑: Increased; →: No change; eES: End-systolic strain; ePS: Postsystolic strain; N: Normal;
SRpeak: Peak systolic strain rate.

deformation in normal, stunned or infarcted
myocardium [55] . This might be due to the
d ifferent pharmacodynamics of dipyridamole
and dobutamine.
From these studies it is clear that SR imaging
(potentially combined with a SR study during
stress testing) can contribute to the follow-up
of patients with ischemic heart disease or to the
assessment of successful revascularization procedures. Interestingly, there is evidence that SR
imaging could help to select patients with severe
LV dilation due to ischemic cardiomyopathy for
surgical ventricular restoration [56] or to monitor
the effect of new therapeutic strategies [57] .
 Myocardial diseases
Numerous studies have elucidated the utility
of SR imaging in the differential diagnosis of
myocardial disease as well as in their detection
of subclinical disease.
Although in the presence of hypertrophic
cardiomyopathy global systolic function is usually normal, the introduction of myocardial
deformation imaging revealed that systolic
deformation is already significantly reduced in
these patients [58–61] .
The data from the study comparing patients
with hypertensive LV hypertrophy with patients
in whom LV hypertrophy was due to excessive
strength training show that SR imaging may help
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to distinguish these two types of hypertrophy [59] .
In this study, hypertensive patients exhibited
postsystolic strain and significantly reduced
peak systolic strain, peak systolic SR and early
diastolic SR when compared with athletes who
had normal deformation patterns [59] . It has been
shown that a DMI-derived longitudinal systolic
strain value below -10.6% is highly sensitive and
specific for the detection of hypertrophic cardiomyopathy [60] . However, a study comparing myocardial deformation patterns in children with LV
hypertrophy of various etiologies revealed no clear
differences in any of these parameters between
the groups, although they all were altered when
compared with normal controls [61] . This would
suggest that the myocardial deformation pattern
is more influenced by the hypertrophy itself and
less by the underlying cause.
The alterations of deformation are probably
related to the presence of myocardial fibrosis,
which would also explain why the athlete’s heart
deforms normally. Recently, it has been documented that in patients with hypertensive heart
disease longitudinal LV and RV strain correlated
independently with the circulating procollagen
type III aminoterminal propeptide [62] , showing
that alteration of cardiac longitudinal function
might be related to increased collagen III synthesis and increased myocardial fibrosis. Another
study comparing deformation imaging patterns
with late enhancement detected on MRI suggested that SR imaging is capable of detecting
myocardial segments with nonischemic fibrosis,
as these segments typically exhibit ‘a double peak
sign’ (two SR peaks) [63] .
Finally, myocardial deformation imaging may
help to reveal subclinical myocardial involvement
in noncardiac diseases such as amyloidosis, diabetic heart disease, b‑thalassemia, Friedreich’s
ataxia or Duchenne muscular dystrophy [64–69] . It
has been shown that decreasing radial and longitudinal systolic e and SR enable the early detection
of cardiotoxicity of anthracyclines [70–72] .
 Valvular heart disease
Assessment of global LV function in the setting
of valvular heart disease is very important to
choose the right timing for surgical intervention.
Unfortunately, the information obtained by conventional echocardiography is not always sufficient to make a proper clinical decision. That is
where myocardial deformation imaging might
play a role.
As valvular disease progresses, myocardial
deformation patterns change even before symptoms develop and before LV dysfunction can be
future science group
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revealed by conventional methods. It has been
reported that radial and longitudinal peak systolic
SR were both decreased in patients with moderate and severe aortic regurgitation [73] as well as
in patients with isolated mitral valve regurgitation [74,75] . In both of these groups of patients,
deformation parameters correlated inversely with
LV end-diastolic and end-systolic volumes [73,74] .
Therefore, SR imaging might be useful in detecting subclinical deterioration of LV function and
irreversible myocardial damage in asymptomatic
patients with valvular insufficiencies [75] . It has
been suggested that subclinical myocardial dysfunction revealed by SR imaging might help to
decide the timing for surgical intervention [75] .
In patients with aortic stenosis, peak systolic
and end-systolic strain are reduced and correlate
with aortic valve area and stroke volume [76] .
After successful intervention these parameters
are expected to improve [77,78] .
 RV function
In clinical routine RV function is usually evaluated qualitatively by assessing the RV free wall
motion visually or by measuring tricuspid annular
movement during the systole (i.e., tricuspid annular plane systolic excursion). Techniques based
on volume or area changes that are used for the
assessment of LV function are not easily applicable
for the RV because of its complex geometry.
The evaluation of RV function with SR imaging is therefore promising, particularly because
it is not influenced by overall heart motion.
Although it remains challenging, SR imaging
appears to be useful in the evaluation of RV function in pulmonary hypertension and arrythmogenic RV dysplasia [79–82] . It has been shown that
patients with chronic pulmonary hypertension
have significantly lower RV systolic strain and
SR values than normal controls [79] . In the same
study, RV apical strain also correlated with invasively measured mean pulmonary artery pressure
and pulmonary vascular resistance. Moreover, in
patients with chronic thrombembolic pulmonary
hypertension, RV deformation patterns improve
after a successful pulmonary endarterectomy [81] .
 Diastolic dysfunction
Currently, diastolic function is assessed by the
analysis of the transmitral flow pattern and diastolic myocardial velocities. The ratio of early
mitral inflow velocity to early diastolic mitral
annular velocity (E/E’) is known to correlate
with relaxation abnormalities [83] and to reflect
LV filling pressures [84] . As E reflects the pressure gradient between left atrium and LV and
future science group
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E’ reflects global LV volume change during the
early diastole, the E/E’ ratio provides information on how much volume enters the ventricle
for a given left atrium–LV pressure gradient. As
such, it can be inaccurate in situations where E’
does not properly reflect global volume changes
(e.g., in LV dilatation, large infarctions, primary
mitral regurgitation or stenosis) [30] .
Clearly, a parameter directly showing the
stiffness of myocardium would be of great value
in diastology. Such a parameter could be the
diastolic strain and SR [13] . However, although
some studies have used strain imaging for the
evaluation of diastolic function [85,86] , its value
in this setting still remains unclear and needs
further investigation.
Ventricular untwisting is known to primarily take place during the isovolumic relaxation
phase. As such, measuring ventricular untwist
rate is intrinsically independent of left atrial pressure and has been proposed as a good noninvasive
parameter to assess LV diastolic function [87] .
By combining the analysis of short axis images
acquired at different levels in the LV both DMI
and speckle tracking methodologies have been
tested and correlated against invasive measures
of diastolic function [12,88] .
 Atrial function
Atrial contraction is an important contributor
to LV filling and, as a consequence, to cardiac
output. In echocardiography, left atrial function
is typically assessed by measuring its dimensions
and volume, by the presence of an A wave on
the transmitral pulsed wave Doppler pattern
and by the presence of an atrial reversal wave on
the pulsed wave Doppler signal recorded at the
pulmonary vein inflow. However, these para
meters are not always informative enough and
myocardial deformation analysis could provide
a more extensive evaluation of atrial function.
It has been shown recently that elevated LV
end-diastolic pressure inversely correlates with
left atrial filling strain [89] and that 89% of
patients with atrial filling strain values below
30% had an elevated LV end-diastolic pressure
(>16 mmHg). Atrial deformation is also altered
in patients with hypertensive heart disease and
allows subclinical detection of atrial dysfunction
in these patients [90] .
Moreover, evaluation of atrial deformation
might be of interest in the setting of atrial fibrillation, which is the most frequent arrhythmic disorder nowadays, with very high recurrence rates
after successful cardioversion. The value of atrial
strain and SR in predicting the maintenance of
www.futuremedicine.com
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the sinus rhythm in these patients has already
been explored in several studies [91,92] . These studies have shown that before cardioversion, patients
in whom later sinus rhythm is maintained have
higher atrial filling strain and SR values [91,92] .
Similar results were obtained in another study
where atrial SR imaging has been implemented
for the prediction of maintenance of sinus rhythm
after catheter ablation of atrial fibrillation [93] . The
same study also showed that after catheter ablation patients who suffered from persistent atrial
fibrillation had lower atrial filling strain and SR
values when compared with patients with paroxysmal atrial fibrillation. A gradual increase in strain
and SR values was observed in patients in whom
sinus rhythm was maintained, but not in those
with recurrent atrial fibrillation.
 Heart failure
Heart failure is one of the biggest burdens of the
aging western community. It is a very complex
clinical syndrome with high mortality and morbidity rates. Echocardiography is an irreplaceable
clinical tool in the follow-up of these patients
and SR imaging has several potential clinical
applications in this setting as well.
Global longitudinal and circumferential strains
derived from 2D speckle tracking appear to be
powerful predictors of cardiac events, including
deaths and hospitalizations, in patients with heart
failure [27] . An especially strong and independent
prognosticator in this study was global circumferential strain, which was also superior to global
longitudinal strain and LV ejection fraction.
Cardiac resynchronization therapy is now
widely used for the treatment of patients with
heart failure due to dilated cardiomyopathy and
left bundle branch block. In these patients abnormal conduction leads to the delayed activation
and contraction of the lateral LV wall as a result
of suboptimal pump function. In properly selected
patients cardiac resynchronization therapy corrects this delay and significantly reduces heart failure symptoms. ECG signs of left bundle branch
block, showing only the electrical activation of
the heart, do not always correlate well with the
true ventricular mechanics [94] . Therefore, echocardiography and especially myocardial velocity
and deformation imaging seemed to be a valuable
tool for the detection of mechanical intra- or interventricular dyssynchrony. Numerous studies have
investigated dyssynchrony parameters derived
from myocardial velocity and deformation data
(e.g., time delay between peak systolic SRs/peak
systolic velocities of opposite LV walls). However,
to date, the data regarding the predictive value of
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these parameters in selecting patients for cardiac
resynchronization therapy are very contradictory [94–99] . The multicenter clinical PROSPECT
trial concluded that because of low sensitivity and
specificity no single echocardiographic parameter
can be recommended for the assessment of ventricular dyssynchrony and for patient selection for
cardiac resynchronization therapy (CRT) [100] .
Apparently, these results were influenced by high
levels of both inter- and intra-observer variability, as reported in the study, and the predictive
value of the echocardiographic parameters tested
could potentially be increased by better expertise
and training. Moreover, in the PROSPECT trial,
dyssynchrony was estimated from longitudinal
motion and deformation, which might not be
so sensitive in predicting response to CRT as
circumferential or radial deformation [25,26] .
Quite recently, two other echocardiographic
parameters that may help to predict CRT response
have been introduced. First, the ‘septal flash’ or
early septal thickening/thinning within the isovolumic contraction period [101] . It results from
the early activation of the intraventricular septum
in the presence of left bundle branch block and
can be visualized on both parasternal short and
long axis images using grayscale or tissue Doppler
color M‑mode. After successful CRT the ‘septal
flash’ has been shown to resolve [101] . Another
novel parameter quantifying the same phenomenon in a different manner is the longitudinal rotation alternatively referred to as apical transverse
motion that can be calculated from longitudinal
color tissue doppler imaging data [102,103] .
In patients with LV-assist devices, myocardial
deformation imaging appeared to be useful in
the evaluation of myocardial recovery during
mechanical unloading and in selecting patients
for the assist device explantation [56,104] . However,
determining the role of deformation imaging in
this setting is challenging, as a very high level
of expertise of both the echocardiographer and
surgeon is required in order to perform these
interventions and select the proper patients for it.
 Cardiac allograph dysfunction
It has clearly been shown that in heart transplant
patients with relevant cardiac allograph vasculopathy, myocardial longitudinal and radial peak
systolic e and SR are markedly reduced and correlate well with histological and angiographical
findings [105–107] . In combination with dobutamine stress echocardiography, SR imaging might
reveal cardiac allograph vasculopathy even when
no significant stenoses can be detected during
coronary angiography [107] . Acute heart transplant
future science group
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rejections can also be detected even in asymptomatic patients by a sudden drop of longitudinal
or radial SR [108] . Thus, myocardial deformation
imaging offers the possibility to detect cardiac
allograph vasculopathy and acute allograph rejection and to reduce the need and frequency of invasive diagnostic procedures routinely performed
for the heart transplant patients.

Conclusion
Strain and SR imaging have become a valuable
clinical tool as they allow noninvasive quantification of the way in which the cardiac muscle
deforms during the cardiac cycle at a segmental level. Until recently, this was only possible
through invasive measures that mostly limited
these studies to the experimental setting. Strain
and SR imaging is highly useful in settings where
subtle changes in myocardial function have to
be detected and where conventional echocardio
graphy reaches its limits, for example in detecting
heart disease at its preclinical stage or in therapy monitoring. Moreover, deformation imaging methods might help to reveal the (patho)
physiological processes underlying some of the
heart diseases.
Although deformation imaging was originally
introduced for the assessment of regional myocardial function, recent studies have shown that
this methodology can provide an elegant tool to
quantify global LV function with better prognostic value than conventional measurements such
as ejection fraction.
Of course, in order to use this new modality
adequately, a critical attitude and common sense
in combination with a good knowledge of cardiac
anatomy and pathophysiology remain indispensable. In addition, it is important to be familiar
with the principles and limitations of the techniques used, as they will influence the obtained
deformation curves and the extracted values.
Finally, it should be recognized that in spite
of all the possibilities offered by SR imaging and
in spite of all the elegant and promising studies presented in the literature, these techniques
are still not fully integrated into routine clinical
practice. The main reasons for this are the long
off-line analysis time (although this has improved
significantly in recent years), high interobserver
variability (although this is comparable to currently used methodologies) and the lack of normal reference values. In addition, some of the
concepts require a good understanding of cardiac
mechanics and appear to be very mathematical
and complex to some operators. Luckily, further
technological developments will solve some of
future science group
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these concerns by bringing semiautomatic segmentation software and improved tracking quality in more challenging conditions. This should
make SR imaging even more user friendly and
less observer dependent. Moreover, large population studies are being conducted to derive the
normal values of deformation parameters, so as
to test their real prognostic value in different
pathologic conditions.

Future perspective
With the introduction of new matrix array
transducer technology, volumetric ultrasound
imaging has become more readily available. As a
result, several methodologies have recently been
developed allowing 3D strain estimation [109,110] .
Some small-scale feasibility studies using these
methodologies have been presented [111,112] , but
a thorough clinical evaluation of these 3D methods remains to be carried out. Theoretically, 3D
methods have some advantages to offer. Indeed,
these approaches can measure all strain components in all ventricular segments from a single
acquisition. In addition, they can facilitate the
assessment of LV twist mechanics, as several short
axis images can be more easily aligned parallel.
Finally, the 3D methodologies can speed up ana
lysis time compared with the 2D speckle tracking or DMI methods [112] . On the other hand,
these 3D strain methodologies require very highquality volumetric data sets, which is challenging
in clinical practice where shadows and drop-outs
are often present. In addition, the volumetric
data come at the expense of temporal resolution,
which may limit its applicability to some clinical
conditions (i.e., stress testing).
For the future, we can expect that myo
cardial deformation imaging will become a 3D
technique that allows the characterization of
segmental wall deformation at high spatial and
temporal resolution in a reproducible manner. As
such, these new imaging modalities are expected
to find their way into clinical routine practice
and will help improve diagnosis and therapy of
individual patients.
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Executive summary
 Quantification of regional myocardial function has evolved from a qualitative visual reading to a quantitative analysis of regional wall
deformation characteristics.
 Two different approaches have been developed and clinically evaluated:
– Doppler-based measurements: strain and strain rate are derived from the Doppler velocity data set as the (temporal integral of the)
spatial velocity gradient. The major disadvantage of this approach is that it is angle dependent.
– Speckle tracking-based measurements: strain and strain rate are derived from the speckle tracking frame-to-frame displacements.
The major disadvantage of this approach is that for most implementations the spatial and temporal resolution remains limited.
 Both methodologies have been validated in gel phantoms, in animals against sonomicrometry and in humans against MRI (tagging).
 Both methodologies have been applied in a multitude of clinically relevant settings and have shown their benefits over the
conventional approach.
 Future methodologies will improve the spatial and temporal resolution of the strain (rate) data set, as well as speed up
the postprocessing.
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